Jamie’s Story

“
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I was in a place in my life where
I was ready to explore what
Judaism meant to me, and...

THE JEWISH FEDERATION HELPED ME MAP OUT

A JEWISH JOURNEY
FOR
MYSELF

THAT I AM STILL ON.”

Jamie has a passion for organizing
Shabbat experiences for young
Jewish professionals like herself.
Jamie Poslosky would never have
imagined she’d be organizing Shabbat
experiences for young Jewish
professionals like herself. After all, she
grew up as a reform Jew without a deep
understanding of Jewish identity
or connection to Israel. But Birthright
Israel changed that. Jamie had many
motivations for taking this free trip. As a
25-year-old D.C. public affairs
professional, she hardly connected to the
Jewish homeland as her own yet she was
immensely compelled by the Jewish
State, deeply drawn to its history, people
and, especially, the rest and ritual of
Shabbat. She departed with a curiosity
about how Israelis observed their religion,
what was Israeli life like in general and as
an exploration of her own ties to Judaism
and her Jewish identity.

Following her Birthright experience,
Jamie says “I came away completely
inspired to find out what made me feel
so connected to Israel, to my religion and
to part of my identity I didn’t really know I
could tap into before.”
As she set about doing that,
The Jewish Federation of Greater
Washington was there, reaching out to
her after the trip and enabling her
return visit to Israel on a leadership
development trip for Birthright alumni.
“I was in a place in my life where I was
ready to explore what Judaism
meant to me, and The
Federation helped me
map out a Jewish
journey for myself
that I am still on.”
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“ I came away from

Birthright completely inspired
to find out what made me

feel so connected to Israel, to
my religion and to part of my
identity I didn’t really know
I could tap into before.”

At the core of her passion for Jewish communal life is Shabbat, says
Jamie, now 29, extolling “this idea that everyone, together, hits pause on
the week and takes time to really reflect and connect to each other—no
phones, no rushing around, no distractions.” Jamie learned about
Shabbat Hoppin’, the program she co-chairs, through The Federation’s
Nexus Young Leadership Training Institute and has found great
friendships and experiences in her work to “bring Shabbat into the
community.”
She’s also found a welcoming Jewish community across the generations.
“People look out for each other here in a very genuine way,” she says,
adding that it’s a much-needed antidote to D.C. life, where “it’s very easy
to get wrapped up in your own life and your own path and get very
competitive and siphoned off from your community.”
These days, Jamie is expanding her involvement, excited to represent
young leadership as an incoming member of The Federation’s board of
directors and championing the causes that have helped her and others.
With such a fresh appreciation for the Jewish community, Jamie feels her
recent “outsider” status will help her “know how to best reach people who
may not know a way in.”

